
KEY

NK-E

Fitting Both models

NK-E/R

OPTIONALS

Code Description UK NET
UK INC 

VAT
NOTES

Frame

DRTSA1001 Black painted frame £752.21 £902.65

DRTSA2001 Red painted frame £752.21 £902.65

DRTSA1003 Black painted battery frame £119.47 £143.36

DRTSA1002 Black painted seat frame £119.47 £143.36

DRTSA2002 Red painted Seat frame £119.47 £143.36

CMTCU0001 Steering stem bearing £8.85 £10.62

CMTPA0001 steering stem dust cover £5.31 £6.37

DRTSA1005 Black painted "R" frame £752.21 £902.65

DRTSA2003 Red painted "R" frame £752.21 £902.65

DRTSA1004 Black painted "R" battery frame £135.40 £162.48

Swing arm

DRFAS1001 Black painted swing arm £345.13 £414.16

DRFAS2001 Red painted swing arm £345.13 £414.16

CMFCU0001 Needle rolling bearing £7.08 £8.50

CMFCU0002 Ball bearing £3.54 £4.25

CMFSE0001 Seeger for ball bearing £0.88 £1.06

CMFPA0001 Dust cover £3.54 £4.25

DRFBD0001 Internal spacer £13.27 £15.93

DRFBD0002 Anodized bushing-spacer for ball bearing £7.08 £8.50

DRFBD0003 Bushing-spacer for ball bearing £13.27 £15.93

DRFVI0001 Axle £14.16 £16.99

CMFDA0001 Self-locking nut £1.33 £1.59 same for front wheel axle

CMFVI0001 Washer 12x36x2.5 £1.77 £2.12

Front-end

CMASO0001 Standard front fork £214.16 £256.99

CMAPN0001 Street front tyre Mitas 100/90-12 MC35 £42.48 £50.97

DRALM0001 Lower anodized triple clamp £97.35 £116.81

DRALM0003 Upper anodized triple clamp £82.30 £98.76

DRALM0002 Steering stem pin £53.10 £63.72

DRAVI0001 Galvanized steering head pin nut £7.08 £8.50

DRAVI0002 Galvanized steering pin blind nut £7.08 £8.50

DRARO0001 Galvanized washer for steering pin £3.10 £3.72

DRABD0001 external wheel spacer £3.98 £4.78

DRAAS0001 Complete front wheel with bearing and internal spacer £106.19 £127.43

DRAVI0003 Wheel axle £14.16 £16.99

CMFDA0001 Self-locking nut £1.33 £1.59 same for swing arm axle

CMATP0003 Air valve £1.33 £1.59

CMASOS002 Andreani multi-adjustable front fork £663.72 £796.46 can be fit on NK-E

CMAPNS001 PMT Slick Soft front tyre £62.83 £75.40 can be fit on NK-E

CMAPNS002 PMT Slick SuperSoft front tire £62.83 £75.40

CMAPNS003 PMT Slick Medium tyre front tyre £62.83 £75.40

CMAPNS004 PMT Slick Hard front tyre £62.83 £75.40

CMAPNS005 PMT Rain front tyre £66.37 £79.65

Rear-end

Please note these are guide prices only and may change 

at time of quote due to exchange rates. Postage charges 

will also be added at time of quote.

NOTES



DRRFL0001 Rear wheel £87.61 £105.13

DRMVI0001 Rear wheel fixing screw £5.75 £6.90

DRRBD0001 Anodized spacers for shock absorber £3.98 £4.78

CMRPN0001 Street rear tyre Mitas 120/80-12 MC35 £48.67 £58.41

CMRSO0001 Standard shock absorber with 1000Lb spring £98.23 £117.88

CMRPNS001  PMT Slick Soft rear tyre £69.91 £83.89 can be fit on NK-E

CMRPNS002 PMT Slick SuperSoft rear tire £69.91 £83.89

CMRPNS003 PMT Slick Medium tyre rear tyre £69.91 £83.89

CMRPNS004 PMT Slick Hard rear tyre £69.91 £83.89

CMRPNS005 PMT Rain rear tyre £75.22 £90.27

CMRSOS002 KK-E Racing shock absorber £309.73 £371.68 can be fit on NK-E

CMRSOS001 Ohlins shock absorber £796.46 £955.75

CMRSOS003 Paioli shock absorber £619.47 £743.36

CMMVI0026 Flanged screw with nut for shock absorber £9.73 £11.68

Front brake

CMBDI0001 Front brake disc £39.82 £47.79

CMBVI0001 Front brake disc screw £1.33 £1.59

CMBPO0001 Front brake standard master cylinder £41.59 £49.91

DRBTF0001 Front brake hose £29.20 £35.04

CMBPI0001 Front brake 2 pistons standard caliper £31.86 £38.23

CMBPO0002 Front brake lever £13.27 £15.93

CMBPI0002 Organic brake pads kit for standard front caliper £22.12 £26.55

DRBSA0001 Front brake caliper support standard, painted £16.81 £20.18

CMMVI0024 Flanged screws for front brake caliper £5.31 £6.37

CMBPI0003 sinter brake pads kit  for standard front caliper £35.40 £42.48

CMBPIS001 Front ADELINE 4 pistons radial caliper £85.84 £103.01

CMBPIS002 Organic brake pads kit for ADELINE front radial caliper £24.78 £29.73

DRBLMS001 Anodized support for ADELINE front radial caliper £53.10 £63.72

CMBPOS002 GRIMECA front brake master cylinder £56.64 £67.96

DRBLMS002 Short front brake lever for GRIMECA master cylinder £31.86 £38.23

DRBTFS002 Front brake hose for Standard  or GRIMECA/ADELINE caliper £29.20 £35.04

CMBPO0005 Front brake master cylinder cover for GRIMECA £11.50 £13.81

CMBPI0006 Sinter brake pads kit for ADELINE front radial caliper £37.17 £44.60

Rear brake

DRBDI0001 Rear brake disc £39.82 £47.79

DRBBD0001 Anodized spacer for rear disc £27.43 £32.92

CMBPI0003 Rear brake standard caliper £25.66 £30.80

CMBPO0004 Rear brake standard lever £13.27 £15.93

CMBPO0003 Rear brake standard master cylinder £41.59 £49.91

DRBTF0002 Rear brake hose £40.71 £48.85

CMBPI0004 Brake pads kit for standard rear caliper £19.47 £23.36

CMBPI0007 Sinter brake pads kit for standard rear caliper £30.97 £37.17

CMBPOS006 GRIMECA rear master cylinder £56.64 £67.96

DRBLMS005 Short rear brake lever for GRIMECA master cylinder £31.86 £38.23

CMBPO0006 Rear brake master cylinder cover for GRIMECA £11.50 £13.81

CMBPOS007 Rear brake lever for GRIMECA master cylinder £13.27 £15.93

Generic brake

CMBRA0001 Fittings M10x1,25 for brake hoses £2.21 £2.65

CMBRA0002 Fittings M10x1,25 with bleeding for brake hoses £2.65 £3.19

CMBRA0006 Fittings M10x1 for brake hoses £2.21 £2.65

CMBRA0003 Washers dia 10mm for fittings for brake hoses £0.88 £1.06

CMBRA0004 Fittings M8 for brake hoses £2.21 £2.65

CMBRA0005 Washers dia 8mm for fittings for brake hoses £0.88 £1.06

DRBLMS003 Short brake lever for standard master cylinders (both) £31.86 £38.23

Powertrain

CMPCE0001 E-motor £460.18 £552.21

CMPCE0002 motor controller £575.22 £690.27

DRPCE0001 Motor controller wiring standard £38.05 £45.66

SSPCE0006 General wiring standard £48.67 £58.41

CMPCE0004 Battery holder standard £106.19 £127.43

can be fit on NK-E

can be fit on NK-E

can be fit on NK-E



CMPCE0009 ON-OFF switch for side stand £16.81 £20.18

CMPAS0001 Voltmeter kit £25.66 £30.80

CMPCE0003 Rubber cap for cable plugs £0.88 £1.06

CMPCE0005 Battery charger £309.73 £371.68

CMPCE0006 Battery £1,424.78 £1,709.73

CMPCE0007 Battery disconnect switch £20.35 £24.42

CMPCE0008 ON-OFF drive switch (handlebar) £16.81 £20.18

CMPCES001 ON-OFF drive switch (with engine brake button) £18.58 £22.30

CMPCES002 Map selector £13.27 £15.93

DRPCES001 Motor controller with cooling fin £663.72 £796.46 can be fit on NK-E

DRPCE0002 "R" motor controller wiring £66.37 £79.65

SSPCE0007 "R" general wiring £71.68 £86.02

CMPCE0013 Racing battery ND ND can be fit on NK-E

CMPCE0015 "R" battery holder £116.81 £140.18

CMPAS0002 OFF pull switch kit for safety £32.74 £39.29 can be fit on NK-E

CMPCE0014 OFF pull switch for safety £22.12 £26.55

DRPLA0001 Pull switch fixing plate £10.62 £12.74

Finishings

CMCES0001 Handlebar £37.17 £44.60

DRCAS0001 Handlebar riser kit standard £30.97 £37.17

CMCESS001 Handlebar crossbar £23.89 £28.67

CMCES0002 Narrow handlebar £37.17 £44.60 can be fit on NK-E

DRCAS0003 Handlebar riser "R" kit with Voltmeter £200.88 £241.06 can be fit on NK-E

CMCCE0001 Standard Throttle control with grips £28.32 £33.98

CMCPP0003 Standard grips kit ND ND

CMCCES001 DOMINO street throttle control £101.77 £122.12

CMCCES002 DOMINO RACING throttle control £101.77 £122.12

CMCPP0004 DOMINO grip kit ND ND

CMCTA0001 Handlebar damper caps £9.73 £11.68

CMCPPS001 Handlebar hand protectors £51.33 £61.59 can be fit on NK-E

DRCAS0005 Hydraulic steering dumper complete kit £238.94 £286.73

CMCCS0001 Hydraulic steering dumper £106.19 £127.43

DRCTS0001 Side stand £14.16 £16.99

CMCMO0001 Spring for side stand £2.65 £3.19

CMCCE0002 12V DC-DC converter £19.47 £23.36

CMCSC0001 Footrest set (couple) £34.51 £41.42

CMCCE0005 Led alarm "ON" £10.62 £12.74

CMCFA0001 Motor cable retention plastic "clip" clamp £1.33 £1.59

DRCAS0006  "R" racing footrest £42.48 £50.97 can be fit on NK-E

DRCAS0007 Complete plexiglass motor controller protection £34.51 £41.42

DRCSA0001 Galvanized right footrest holder £19.47 £23.36

DRCSA0002 Galvanized left footrest holder £19.47 £23.36

DRCAS0002 Stailess clamp to fix battery including rubber £25.66 £30.80

DRCLM0003 Delrin crash protectors front wheel £7.08 £8.50

DRCBD0001 Steel bushing for Delrin crash protectors front wheel £5.31 £6.37

DRCLM0004 Delrin crash protectors rear wheel £15.93 £19.12

CMCGU0001 Felt for battery frame £3.10 £3.72

CMCGI0002 Quick battery release £8.85 £10.62

DRCSA1001 Cable guard for motor - black £16.81 £20.18

DRCSA2001 Cable guard for motor - red £16.81 £20.18

CMCVI0001 Steering stop buffer £5.31 £6.37

CMCPP0001 Protection cap for charger £6.19 £7.43

Body and similar

DRSVE1001 Tank-seat monocolor black + white £495.58 £594.69

DRSVE2001 Tank-seat monocolor red + white £495.58 £594.69

DRSVE3001 Tank-seat bicolor + white + black top £584.07 £700.88 black up

DRSVE4001 Tank-seat bicolor + white + red top £584.07 £700.88 red up

CMMVI0030 1/4 turn bayonet coupling £6.19 £7.43

CMMDA0013 Nut for 1/4 turn bayonet coupling £0.88 £1.06

CMMRO0007 Washer for 1/4 turn bayonet coupling £0.22 £0.27

can be fit on NK-E

can be fit on NK-E



DRSPP0001 Neoprene for seat £34.51 £41.42

CMMVI0029 Plastc rivets for neoprene seat £1.77 £2.12

DRSVE1002 Black fairing £194.69 £233.63

DRSVE2002 Red fairing £194.69 £233.63

DRSLS0001 Galvanized front fender holder left £13.27 £15.93

DRSLS0002 Galvanized front fender holder right £13.27 £15.93

DRSVE0004 Black front fender £75.22 £90.27

DRSVE0006 black rear fender £42.48 £50.97

CMSPP0001 Front numberplate £28.32 £33.98

DRSAS0001 Galvanized holder for front numberplate £12.39 £14.87

DRSSC0001 Fake stainless steel cap with laser mark £21.24 £25.49

DRSAD0001 Front numberplate sticker £8.85 £10.62

DRSAD0002 White T-volt sticker £4.87 £5.84

DRSAD1001 Black T-volt sticker £4.87 £5.84

DRSAD0003 White NK-E sticker £4.87 £5.84

DRSAD1002 Black NK-E sticker £4.87 £5.84

DRSAD0004 White Side sticker left £10.62 £12.74

DRSAD0005 White Side sticker right £10.62 £12.74

DRSAD0006 White THUNDERVOLT sticker £7.08 £8.50

DRSAD1005 White THUNDERVOLT sticker £7.08 £8.50

Extras and Options

DRESA0002 Side stand "R" (off-road style) £24.78 £29.73 can be fit on NK-E

DRESA0001 Universal central stand for service £57.52 £69.03

DRECE0001 Remote charging station £433.63 £520.35

CMECE0002 USB cable £19.47 £23.36

CMECE0003 Bluetooth cable ND ND


